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Closing Loopholes in Domestic Detection of Uranium
using Reliable Detection Portals
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Abstract: We enumerate transportation loopholes and technical countermeasures in
planned US initiatives using drive-thru nuclear detection portals for intercepting
uranium. In addition to well-known countermeasures like shielding, we identify a novel
countermeasure to cosmic muon detection based on horizontal spreading or dispersion.
We show how to integrate passive gamma, neutron, muon, and active neutron detection
techniques to make reliable detection portals (RDPs) invulnerable to simple
countermeasures. We show where RDPs would need to be deployed around metropolitan
areas and military bases to complement the national border, quantify how many RDPs
would be required based on traffic flows, and define RDP specifications.
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Intact Weapon versus Distributed, Fractionalized Uranium
The exact shape of a threat using of HEU-based nuclear device cannot be predicted, but
one school of thought is that it will most likely come as a pre-fabricated, intact weapon
assembled abroad and shipped to its target in the US (> 20kg HEU). Should they have the
know-how to assemble it from raw materials the reasoning goes that terrorists would stil
likely require assistance of a foreign government1, or they would rather not risk detection
domestically in the US. If we could assume the threat could be only from an assembled
nuclear device, then we need not worry about a device that is disassembled or the fissile
material even subdivided into multiple smaller shipments2 to make them undetectable—
indeed it would be a breakthrough even if it were possible to only guarantee detection of
an intact device.
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HEU Threat Model
• Best case: Assembled Atomic Weapon (Hiroshima‐like) with U‐232
– Greater than 20 kg of metallic HEU
– Heavy gun barrel
– Unshielded, uncluttered, easiest to detect with highly penetrating 2.4
MeV gamma radioactive signature (from U‐232)

• Worst case: Disassembled Atomic Weapon, no U‐232
– Reassembled domestically by attacker in a secret location
– Shielded to eliminate radioactive signatures, no U‐232
– Fractionized into multiple arbitrary small shipments (perhaps as low as
hundreds of grams)
– HEU metal crushed and dispersed into small particles or powder
– Spread out thin within the same shipment under some minimum
thickness that is undetectable
– HEU transported in lower density oxide forms of uranium

The problem arises if the adversary knows that nuclear detection systems employed rely
on the detection system’s assumption of an intact device. This knowledge may induce
them to pursue disassembly before shipment and post-transport reconstruction within the
US albeit at greater expense – their risk of detection depends on the quality of the plan
they have in place to ship the parts and reassemble or construct the weapon. According to
one estimate, uranium metal casting could be achieved using a vacuum furnace purchased
for $50,000 and would still be the most difficult task in assembly of an improvised
weapon – the "metallurgy team" of their hypothetical terrorist group would be paid
$200,000 and require practice to perfect their technique using some surrogate material or
even natural uranium.3 If a terrorist gets hold of enough uranium or an intact weapon, we
have to assume they can disassemble it into its components and ship them separately if
that leads to higher probability the parts will not be detected.
Consider one scenario where a passive or active detector portal is deployed with a 5kg
lower bound on detection. So an attacker may ship fractionalized HEU in 50 x 1kg
shipments, each of ~50cc shielded inside an automobile differential, motorcycle engine-exact same procedure each time around. That would result in a successful attempt to
smuggle 50kg total with zero probability of detection -- but also requires reassembly
(vacuum casting). This would motivate the need to have the upper bound much smaller,
perhaps as low as 100s of grams or less in order to make fractionalization risky enough
for the entire operation. Same goes for crushing HEU and spreading it horizontally -- not
necessarily fractionalized between shipments. A muon portal by itself would be unable to
detect HEU that is crushed into granules or powder and spread out horizontally.
Both these countermeasures are where the combination of passive gamma + muon +
active neutron detection may help in narrowing the options for the attacker, complicating
the calculations, making it too hard, etc. Of course all that engineering effort is for naught
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if there are other loopholes wide open (like a sailboat from the carribean or private jet
from South America).
Once the assumption of an intact device is no longer valid, several countermeasures could
be employed by an attacker to transport HEU while evading detection systems. These
include shielding, fractionation into multiple arbitrary small shipments, crushing and
dispersion of the HEU metal smaller particles or powder, spreading this material out
within the same shipment below some minimum thickness, and transport in lower density
oxide forms of uranium.

HEU Transport Security Standard
The goal or purpose of domestic nuclear detection should be to minimize the probability
of a terrorist nuclear strike or a clandestine nuclear attack by a nation-state. Consider two
similar mission statements that could be used to guide domestic nuclear detection efforts:
1. Dissuasion: Use nuclear detection to convince (dissuade) the adversary not to
carry out a nuclear terrorism attack by developing a capability to detect an attack
early enough to stop it (defeat).
2. Interception: Use nuclear detection to catch nuclear material or weapons being
smuggled on transportation pathways.
One might reasonably expect that we want to achieve Dissuasion, and actions by the US
Government to-date have been consistent with Interception, not Dissuasion. Putting
ourselves in the shoes of an adversary, their decision to circumvent the detection system
using any particular countermeasure depends on two questions alone:
1. Know-How: With the detection system in place, can they figure out how to
execute the countermeasure to transport the device or material while evading
detection in a "reliable enough" way -- say better than 95%? (yes/no)
2. Resources: Do they have access to the resources required to execute this
countermeasure with sufficient confidence -- say better than 95%? (yes/no)
Domestic nuclear detection systems can be used for Interception, but if there remains
even one countermeasure for which the answer to both these questions is yes, the entire
detection system is useless as far as Dissuasion is concerned. Two yeses means the
attacker can decide to execute this countermeasure and attack at will – a loophole.
Intercepting nuclear materials on what is perceived to be the biggest, most common
vulnerability in terms of number of transport vehicles achieves nothing as far as
Dissuasion is concerned. Vulnerabilities have to be identified in terms of the knowledge
the attacker has about options/alternatives to transport a nuclear device/material already
in their possession – complexity or difficulty of the plot is only indirectly related to the
reliability/cost of the countermeasure.
In summary, a chain is as strong as its weakest link. A reliable nuclear detection network
would need to be impenetrable to all HEU smuggling plots that fall within some
minimum criteria:
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1. Know-How:
• science, engineering, logistics, detector specifics
• Example 1: Open source literature (Internet/libraries)
• Example 2: All knowledge including closed source
2. Resources:
• “smart” team of people and cash
• Example 1: $50K cash + team of 2 people
• Example 1: $500,000 cash + team of 10 people
If a minimum standard for defenses is not met, then a loophole exists that adversaries can
exploit – this makes the detection network an over-engineered system and security = 0.
Meeting minimum thresholds may also increase risk of failure in more complex plots. As
we will explain below, limited coverage at ports and certain border crossings which for
the foreseeable future leave many more “open” pathways like private jets and boats, by
this logic we are at or close to a zero security standard. Raising the bar for a passive
defense like nuclear detection requires consistent detection across alternatives that are
accessible to adversaries.

Loopholes in US approaches to Domestic Nuclear Detection
In August 2007, Congress passed a law4 to require 100% of all cargo containers to be
screened for nuclear devices at ports of origin before they reach the US at seaports, rail
stations, or airports – in fulfillment of the Sept 11 Commission recommendations.5 Just
one example, scanning at ports of origin neglects the possibility of mid-ocean transfers in
which a nuclear device may be loaded from another ship or helicopter after it has left its
port of origin.
The answer to the “Know-How” question can be "no" if an attacker simply can't figure
out the countermeasure (lack of know-how). Mid-ocean transfers and helicopters are the
stuff of Hollywood scripts. They easily pass both tests. Similarly, attackers have access to
the open literature and can learn the limits of any of the openly discussed detection
techniques, like using shielding of radioactive signatures. Same goes for any of the
techniques like muons, active neutron interrogation, etc. Attackers may not have access
to detailed detector specs or performance numbers, but any detection system has to at
least be robust to countermeasures the attacker could obtain based on technical
knowledge/estimation of how it works.
The answer to the “Resources” question can be "no" if the cost of making the
countermeasure reliable enough for the attacker's comfort (>95% say) exceeds available
resources. If so they decide it's not worth the risk of getting caught. For example if
somehow they were forced to perform dozens of mid-ocean transfers just to avoid getting
caught by the detection system (by multiple rings or checks), that might hypothetically
cause the attacker to think twice before attempting the attack. If it were possible for the
Coast Guard to interrogate or search a ship with a sufficiently high likelihood of detection,
that might also cause the attacker to think twice about using a ship for fear of being
inspected. Randomized defenses or lack of public information about detector location,
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timing, specifics could be used to render the countermeasure unreliable for the attacker.
Examples of this are random scanning of containers or spot inspections of people, where
the attacker lacks inside knowledge of which containers or people would be inspected.
In general, the biggest vulnerabilities of the detection system may have nothing to do
with the most common or highest volume transport (like cargo containers). On a typical
day in 2006 there were approximately four times as many private vehicles (327,000) than
cargo containers (71,000) processed by US Customs and Border Protection6 -- the 9/11
law does not account for securing several well-known pathways that could be used to
deliver a nuclear device, 7
1. oil tankers
2. cruise ships
3. private jets
4. sailboats
5. yachts
6. passenger airplanes and personal luggage
7. helicopters
8. underground tunnels or sewage pipes
9. automobiles
In the San Francisco harbor, every day it’s possible to see cruise ships and oil tankers
freely passing in from the Pacific ocean well within a mile of downtown San Francisco to
dock at SF’s piers and harbor. See the long ships to the east of downtown in the satellite
image below, and the piers sticking out on either side of the SF-Oakland Bay bridge.

Figure 1 Satellite View of Downtown San Francisco with Large Ships In Close Proximity

If the search was completed at the port of embarkation, that doesn’t prevent an attacker
from doing transfers of HEU or an IND anywhere mid-sea or at an intermediate stop en
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route to the destination and arrive right at the dock. We wouldn’t have to worry about
most of these loopholes in the first place if detection of HEU with portable detection at
standoff distances (5 feet or more) was not vulnerable to shielding as a countermeasure.

Figure 2 Tourist Attraction or Trojan Horse?
A foreign Luxury Liner docks near Downtown San Francisco

With so many "windows of vulnerability" both pre/post inspection at ports, is deployment
of nuclear detection hopelessly flawed unless we can completely prohibit all private noncontainerized boats (including oil tankers) from coming within several miles of a harbor
near a major metro? This assumes in the first place that containerized cargo ships can be
scanned and sealed to be free of HEU at ports of origin using nuclear detection portals.
Secretary Chertoff's discussed the threat of domestic improvised explosive devices (IEDs)
delivered by private boats/jets and compared them to improvised nuclear devices
(INDs).8 The DHS and Coast Guard are operating pilot programs for IND detection in
San Diego and Seattle. The Coast Guard and DHS pilot programs he mentions for private
boats/jets are likely have "windows of vulnerability" either pre or post inspection. This
permits loopholes with near-100% success rates in smuggling INDs or nuclear material
by the attacker:
1. Non-cargo ships. There is no detection tool that the Coast Guard can use to fully
scan/inspect the contents of every large legal privately loaded boat such as luxury
liners, yachts, or sailboats before they reach our shores (no containers to scan).
Expanding these pilot programs would be analogous to spot inspections of people
for IEDs entering airports, without using scanners or dog-sniffers but relying on
manual inspection based on intelligence or profiling.
2. Pre-inspection detonation. By permitting the boat to arrive at close enough
proximity to the target to detonate pre-inspection -- how far out do you need to
stop them?
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3. Mid-sea or intermediate transfers. Transfers of INDs can be undertaken at
intermediate landing locations en route to the destination (target) even if the entire
contents of legal private jets were screened at takeoff at airports of origin.
4. Underwater tows. Concealing INDs in containers towed underwater by the boat
which you have to actually look underneath to find -- from a Hollywood movie
plot
5. Scuba divers. The threat object need not be big and heavy, it may just be the
~50kg HEU—disassembled from the entire bomb assembly only to be
reassembled domestically. Even if it were possible to inspect incoming private
boats for INDs at some perimeter in the ocean outside of a metro, a scuba diver
(attacker) could bring the 20-50 kg of HEU needed for an IND underwater -either whole or in parts. The diver could get off of a ship just before the boat was
inspected to evade inspection/detection. Inspection should therefore take place
well outside the distance of any simple underwater transport -- not within several
miles of the harbor, but then we would also have to ensure that some other boat
doesn't get by and "transfer" HEU to the inspected boat (which was already
cleared by the inspection).
How close to a target should any of these private vehicles be allowed if they can't be
scanned/inspected to be free of INDs?

Countermeasure: SF Bay
Pre‐inspection Vulnerability

Pacific Ocean

DHS pilots inspections for private boat near cities
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Countermeasure: SF Bay
Pre‐inspection Vulnerability

Theoretical
Inspection Perimeter
For Private Boats

DHS pilots inspections for private boat near cities

Countermeasure: SF Bay
Pre‐inspection Vulnerability

Scuba diver smuggles HEU
off of boat pre-inspection

DHS pilots inspections for private boat near cities
If we were to draw an analogy to airport security, today’s plans for nuclear detection
would be like securing the international terminals only, while permitting wide open holes
in the perimeter around the airport and leaving the domestic terminals unsecured – which
in and of itself would make little sense. That’s why airports are not secured until each
terminal in the airport is secured, and a secure perimeter is built around the airport to
keep attackers out.
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Border security has been obsolete in terms of dissuading smugglers.9 The United States
has 12,034 km of land borders and 19,924 km of coastline for a total of 31,958 km of
borders10. Annually, an estimated half-million11 to several million12 illegal immigrants
and 30013-200014 metric tons of cocaine cross into the US along these borders –
illustrating how easy it would be to smuggle kilogram quantities of HEU into the United
States.15 The Government Accountability Office has demonstrated that they could
smuggle materials for a dirty (radioactive) bomb across both the Mexican-US and
Canadian-US borders.16 ABC News has demonstrated they can smuggle 6.8 kg of
depleted uranium – which consists of 0.2% U-235, mostly consisting of U-238, the
isotope most useful for passive detection through shielding and therefore in principle
easier to detect than HEU – through the ports of New York (in 2002) and Long Beach (in
2003).17
US Port security18 is also questionable even if it were 100% perfect in detecting HEU—
interdiction of HEU after it has arrived within US seaports19 or airports may be too late if
the weapon is detonated in the port itself located within several miles of a major city like
Washington DC or San Francisco. For an HEU-based gun-type weapon comparable to
the Hiroshima bomb (10 kiloton yield), the prompt effects would instantly kill people
within a circle around the detonation of radius 1 mile and fallout radiation could cause
radiation poisoning for people up to 20 miles away within 24 hours (if they were not
evacuated or otherwise shielded from the fallout).20 Weapons of larger yield would cause
greater damage.
The ineffectiveness of the US approach to domestic nuclear detection has been
compounded by both insufficient detection coverage along the numerous transportation
pathways accessible to terrorists and reliance on flawed technical approaches. The US
budget for domestic nuclear detection in FY 2007 was $480 million with a request of
$562 million for FY 2008.21 Current efforts22 and focus are narrowly fragmented in three
independent government initiatives.23 This fragmentation comes from the focus of each
agency:
• DHS (DNDO24) customers are Customs & Border Patrol (border security, ports,
portals, and cargo), and they focus on long dwell detection in transit, cargo
inspection during border crossings, and vehicular monitoring at ports and borders.
• DoD (DTRA25) customers are the combat troops who deal with mobile and
transportable detection systems, some mounted on military vehicles, operated by
soldiers, sailors, airmen and marines, and employed in fluid, potentially hostile
situations.
• DoE26 (NNSA27) conducts long term research to provide advance capabilities for
nuclear detection and monitoring for the national and homeland security
communities.
In terms of detection technology, in 2006 the DHS/DNDO announced their $1.2 billion
next-generation “Advanced Spectroscopic Portal” (ASP) program aimed at reducing the
number of false-positives currently experienced with detection equipment deployed today
while also trying to detect lightly shielded HEU and other nuclear threats. The proposal
included 1400 new detection portals based on passively detecting gamma and neutron
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radiation.28 False-positives arise due to the misclassification of naturally radioactive, nonthreatening materials as nuclear threats (for example, granite or people recently
diagnosed using radioactive isotopes may be misclassified).
The Government Accountability Office (GAO) recently criticized the DNDO for not
considering the effect of false-negatives in the cost-benefit analysis in this $1.2 billion
proposal for deploying new systems.29 False-negatives are defined as instances when
HEU being transported is not detected and allowed to pass through the portal, which can
happen with these portals if the HEU is shielded sufficiently. This can happen not only
due to failure of the detector to detect HEU inside the vehicle as pointed out by the GAO,
but also due to the absence of a detector in a particular transportation pathway altogether
which permits HEU smuggling along that pathway. In response to GAO questions, the
DHS has ordered an independent set of tests of the machines used in the ASP program
likely to be administered by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA).30

National versus Metro-area Detection Rings
If we were to operate a single perimeter around the US or even the entire North America
of much greater length compared to the national border, it would invite failure by
increasing the likelihood that there will be weak spots for attackers to punch through.
This can happen due to several reasons. First, lack of maintenance of systems, corruption,
and lack of coordination have all been identified as problems with US-funded detection
systems operated in Russia. Domestic systems are susceptible to the same risks.31 Even
with stronger border security to detect HEU, the attacker is “home free” if they can find a
single loophole and the Government Accountability Office has identified several on the
5000 miles of US-Canadian border and 1900 miles of US-Mexican border.32
Multiple security rings can complement each other (the proverbial belt and suspenders).
A robust alternative to national border security may be to use multiple independently
secure layers of concentric rings around all high-likelihood targets inside the US borders,
in order to multiply the probability of failure for attackers as they approach their target. If
the probability of evading detection at a particular layer is p (a small number), then the
probability of evading detection at n successive layers is p^n – a much smaller probability
provided the detection failures are independent and uncorrelated.
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National vs Metro Detection Rings
• Long US border: 20,000 miles of land/sea borders
– 5000 miles US‐Canada
– 1900 miles US‐Mexico

• Extremely porous: Weak spots, millions of illegal
immigrants, hundreds of tons of cocaine annually
• Single Points of Failure: Single linear border has no
redundancy – once attacker punches through they’re
“home free” and there is little time to react
Reliability achievable via multiple redundant borders around
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs)
If a ring of circumference 120 miles is required to protect Washington DC, for the same
length as the 20,000 miles of national borders, you could create similar rings around 166
(=20,000/120) metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) which today comprise and estimated
220 million people in the US.33 That would cover most if not all of the terrorism targets
based on population density. There is no reason local rings can't complement national or
super-national rings. This is analogous to targeted screening for explosives in airports to
prevent terrorism aboard airplanes, instead of trying to instantiate the same explosive
screening throughout the city around the airport.
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In general, there is no need to limit security to N cities and leave city N+1 unprotected.
The combination of rings, US national border (porous as it is), and further sub-dividing
the nation along much smaller, targeted rings around Metropolitan Statistical Areas and
Micropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) 34 is one way to construct a reliable deterrent to
clandestine attack or nuclear terrorism.
Optimal placement35 of detectors on smuggling routes is bound to be unreliable unless
sufficient resources are available to close all loopholes, which in turn necessitates a
detection ring that is free of loopholes. In the optimal model, installation of nuclear
detectors (or portals) on an “arc” of a smuggling route such as a road, border crossing, or
port changes the probability of interdiction from ‘q’ to ‘p’ where q < p. If traditional law
enforcement could achieve ‘q’ by itself, then adding the detector raises the detection
likelihood on that arc to ‘p.’ If nuclear material is stolen from a stockpile (say in Russia),
the combined risk to the smuggler is accumulation of detection probabilities as the
smuggler traverses the network from the source of nuclear material to smuggler’s
destination – this assumes the smuggler has full knowledge of the locations of the
detectors. Smugglers can use the equivalent of “shortest path” routing algorithms to find
a route that minimizes their probability of detection. If so, the question the authors try to
answer is how do we maximize the difficulty for smugglers assuming the smuggler can
choose the least risky route to him/her?
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If the problem is constrained to a finite number of customs checkpoints and traditional
transport, then the number of pathways that can be used by a smuggler are limited and an
optimal theoretical solution may be constructed. “Our underlying network model has four
basic location entities: facilities from which sensitive nuclear material could be stolen,
geographic regions, destinations where a nuclear smuggler may desire to go, and
customs checkpoints where sensors can be installed. The nominal transportation network
has a node representing each of these locations (some aggregation is possible as we
describe below). These nodes are linked by arcs representing transport by surface roads,
railroads, airline flights, ship transport, etc.”36
With optimal placement, in practice there will be too many “arcs” where p = q = 0 or
only slightly better than zero. This means there are an abundance of nearly risk-free paths
available to smugglers. This is due to (1) the lack of detector coverage on transportation
routes and (2) technical countermeasures such as shielding to evade detection.

How many Reliable Detection Portals (RDPs) do we need?
Major metropolitan areas in the US and military bases including those in the US,
Germany, Japan, or Italy make obvious targets for nuclear terrorism or clandestine
nuclear attack. High likelihood metro targets may include all cities or megalopolises with
population and population densities greater than some number. To make domestic nuclear
detection work as Dissuasion, the DoD will need to verify that every vehicle within range
of these targets is free of significant quantities of fissile nuclear materials including all
forms of HEU – not just simply a limited number of well-known pathways. The DoD
should therefore be prepared to detect and intercept any shipment of HEU, whether the
vehicle is already inside or approaching the national borders and metropolitan (target)
areas or military bases worldwide.
As an illustration, we analyze security for a high-value target: the Washington DC
metropolitan area.37 To create a reliable deterrent to delivering an HEU-based weapon
inside the capital (as a whole or in parts), there needs to be a uniform risk of interception
from a sufficiently safe distance of tens of miles across all possible transportation modes
that could be used to deliver the weapon. If not, terrorists can simply bypass pathways
they perceive to be secured (such as ports) and exploit the paths that remain wide open
(such as private jets). 38
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Figure 3 Washington DC and surroundings

To ensure that Washington DC is well outside the range39 of the prompt effects of a
Hiroshima-sized nuclear detonation and is also immune to a good fraction of the
radioactive fallout, a region of at least 5+ mile radius encircling the capital would have to
remain free of any HEU. This can be achieved by ensuring no HEU enters the area
enclosed by the Capital Beltway loop (Interstate 495), which in turn is approximately 15
miles long by 20 miles wide.
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Figure 4 Washington DC, Baltimore, Chesapeake Bay

To provide additional hurdles for attackers, ensure that the capital is completely immune
from the 24-hour fallout of a Hiroshima-sized weapon, and even immune to the prompt
effects of a weapon moderately more powerful than the Hiroshima bomb, a region of
radius 40+ miles encircling the capital would need to be designed to remain free of any
HEU. This can supplement the 5+ mile radius barrier envisioned earlier. The 40+ mile
region also incorporates Chesapeake Bay, the City of Baltimore (Maryland), the Port of
Baltimore, Baltimore/Washington International Airport, and Dulles International Airport.
Perhaps intended for an entirely different purpose than securing Washington DC against a
nuclear attack, the Washington DC Air Defense Identification Zone is similar in size and
concept to the region that would need to be free of HEU to secure the capital. On
February 10, 2003 the United States created40 the Washington DC Air Defense
Identification Zone41 to closely track and forcibly deny unauthorized airplanes from
approaching a region surrounding the capital—it includes Baltimore to the north and
Chesapeake Bay on the east out and stretches well into Virginia and Maryland on the
south and west. Unlike flights outside this region, pilots flying the DC ADIZ must have a
pre-approved flight plan, maintain two-way communication with Air Traffic Control, and
the airplane must have an operating transponder to help identify its location.
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Figure 5 Washington DC Air Defense Identification Zone (DC ADIZ)

To ensure the capital remains free of HEU, we must make it difficult or impossible to
smuggle HEU on each of the pathways, and therefore we aim to match pathways with
detection techniques or otherwise make recommendations that secure these pathways. In
the next few sections, based on feasibility of detection solutions we classify
transportation pathways into “securable” and “not securable” categories. Pathways are
defined as “securable” if a detection technology both exists and can be deployed which
certifies every vehicle on that pathway is free of HEU, with sufficiently low falsepositives and false-negative rates to make it operationally feasible. Pathways that are
“not securable” should therefore be eliminated or prohibited, and this should be enforced
until and unless they can be made securable. Pathways may be “not securable” because a
1. good-enough detection technology doesn’t exist or is not expected to become
available
2. the detection technology exists, but can’t practically be deployed for use on that
pathway
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3. the vehicle arrives from an environment in which it is not possible to ensure that
detection techniques to verify its contents are free of HEU (domestic or
international), or
4. available technologies would fail operationally in large-scale or in high-volumes.
What would it take to secure a region comparable to the DC ADIZ—roughly a circle of
radius 40 miles surrounding the capital? The circumference is approximately 250 miles—
let’s call it the DC “Nuclear Defense Zone” (NDZ) encompassing all transportation
pathways, not limited to air transport. Along these lines, the DNDO has begun programs
to equip police officers with detectors in suburbs 50 miles outside of New York City to
detect nuclear or radiological threats before they reach Manhattan42 – although handheld
detectors are unlikely to catch smuggled HEU.
To implement the DC NDZ, the three major airports in the area (Reagan, Dulles, and
Baltimore) should only accept incoming airplanes that are certified to be free of HEU
arriving by well-known, trusted source airports—this would require new FAA regulation
on scanning for HEU and commensurate security for source airports. Pilotless drones or
other unauthorized airplanes that attackers can fly in on a suicide mission would need to
detected and forcibly stopped. All planes that cannot be guaranteed to be free of HEU
must not be allowed to enter the NDZ, in a manner similar to the way that the DC ADIZ
is enforced today. If it is not possible to certify that airplanes are free of HEU, they will
need to be denied entry into the region completely and airports, especially Reagan
National, will need to be permanently relocated at a safe distance.
Securing air transport (especially private planes and helicopters) has difficulties similar to
water transport. The exception may be commercial air transportation, provided
1. All cargo and passengers are certified to be free of HEU having been scanned
using muon portals or other active interrogation before entering the plane.
2. Airplanes and helicopters are inspected and maintained under tight security at
major airports, allowed only to take off from and land at airports that can certify
them to be free of HEU. In other words, once a set of high-value cities/areas have
been identified, the only allowable incoming flights to those areas would be
flights from airports that have a compatible inspection system
Water-based vessels as a class are much hard, if not impossible, to verifiably secure for
several reasons. Portals would not work for all but the smallest boats. Seaports cannot be
secured in the same way airports can, so unauthorized access is very easy by comparison.
Ships and yachts can be extremely large, making them challenging both for portals or invehicle detection systems and they would have to be scanned with active techniques.
Water vessels can also have improvised containers in tow underwater that may be hard to
detect except by extremely close visual inspection. It’s possible that cargo ships can be
permitted if nothing else is allowed into the harbor provided that ships’ entire contents
are reliably scanned and inspected at origin, the ship has not been boarded midstream so
its contents have not changed since scanning, and it can be guaranteed that nothing is in
tow above or underwater that evades detection–the feasibility of such inspection remains
to be seen.
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One approach is to keep water vessels outside the NDZ completely, so the port of
Baltimore needs to be relocated to an area (perhaps less populous) that is less likely to be
a target. Historically ports have been located in or near major cities. The proximity of
ports to cities is increasingly a liability from a security perspective, given the technical
difficulty of certifying water-borne vessels as free of HEU. Enforcement would take the
form of a naval or coast guard presence on the Potomac river and Chesapeake Bay, as
well as all other waterways entering the NDZ to keep out ships, sailboats, and all other
forms of surface water transport. The same authorities would have to guard against
underwater attack from submarines or even human divers entering the NDZ through these
water bodies (by using sonar or underwater radar to detect them). If underwater divers are
undetectable, the perimeter has to be far enough out to ensure that a human diver can’t
swim past the perimeter.
All ground transport entering the NDZ by road, rail, and subway needs to be run through
portals or otherwise certified to be free of HEU as it enters, even if it happens to be
oversized as discussed in the previous section. To ensure security, one or more concentric
barriers like those protecting a military base (say 50 feet tall and 50 feet deep into the
ground) need to be erected around the NDZ (125 miles long) to ensure that all traffic
enters the NDZ through these portals. All underground routes through tunnels need to be
either closed off (kept to a minimum) or otherwise monitored for unexpected attackers.
Enforcement would be likely to involve constant video surveillance across the 125 mile
stretch with a corresponding response capability to ensure that no attacker can penetrate
or jump over the barrier. Sensors would be required to constantly verify the structural
integrity of these barriers to ensure that they have not been compromised by an attacker
using conventional explosives or other means. Underground scans (such as underground
radar43) will need to be conducted from the surface to detect secret tunnels being dug by
attackers to bypass the barrier.44
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Table 1 Securing Ground/Underground Transportation in the DC Nuclear Defense Zone (NDZ)
Type

Pathway

Securable? If so how?

By motorcycle, automobile, truck, or
trailer on roads and highways or any
drivable terrain.

Yes. Use muon portals at
entry points of a 50 foot tall
125-mile barrier surrounding
the NDZ.

By train on train tracks

Yes. Same as above

By non-motorized transport (pedestrian,
bicycle, or animal) on roads, through
forests, or private property

Yes. Same as above

Oversized ground vehicles that will not
fit into a portal, like cranes and dump
trucks.

Minimize as much as
possible. If not securable, then
do not allow inside the NDZ.
For ones that must pass, one
possibility is to actively scan
these large vehicles using
some combination of neutron
or muon sources. Another is
to disassemble the vehicle and
transport it in pieces that fit
within the portal.

Ground

Underground

Army. Intruders
detected by
video
surveillance
Army—same
Army—same

By subway train

Yes. Same as above

Through sewage pipes, water mains, or
telecommunications corridors

Close off and minimize if
possible. Then secure
remaining corridors using
video surveillance.

In a tunnel dug by the attackers.

Enforcement

No.
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Table 2 Securing Water/Underwater Transportation in the DC Nuclear Defense Zone (NDZ)
Type

Water

Pathway

Securable? If so how?

Enforcement

By ship containing only containerized
cargo coming into the Baltimore or DC
harbors.

Yes, provided that containers
are scanned at ports of origin,
ship has to be inspected free
of HEU, no mid-sea transfers
took place, and nothing is
under tow. Otherwise they are
not securable – violation of
any of these conditions means
the ship is not securable.

Navy, Coast
Guard, Customs
and Border
Patrol

By boat, yacht, ship, or barge on the
Potomac river or any of the smaller
rivers and tributaries.
A swimmer, wind-surfer, or kite-surfer
on these rivers
By boat, yacht, ship, or barge in the
Chesapeake Bay
By cruise ship, cargo ship, or oil tanker
in the Port of Baltimore

No.

No.
No.
No.

Navy, Coast
Guard

Coast Guard
Navy Coast
Guard
Coast Guard

A container tugged below the water
surface by a boat (like an underwater
trailer)

No.

Coast Guard.
Use radar or
sonar

An improvised submarine

No.

Navy –same

A diver

No.

Dolphins or fish

No.

Underwater
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Table 3 Securing Air Transportation in the DC Nuclear Defense Zone (NDZ)
Type

Pathway
By airplane or helicopter landing at
Reagan National, Dulles International,
or Baltimore Washington International
Airports (commercial or private).
An airplane, helicopter, blimp, hangglider, or even a balloon could also be
commandeered to fly straight to and
either crash-land at or fly-over any
location in the capital.
By small aircraft or helicopters at any of
the regional airports or heliports (private
or commercial) such as Carroll County
Regional Airport in Westminster, MD.

Securable? If so how?

Enforcement

Yes. Only allow aircraft that
have been pre-screened for
HEU to arrive.

Air Force.
Radar and visual
inspection

No.

Air Force—
same

No.

Air Force—
same

By pilotless drones

No.

By multiple birds like trained pigeoncarriers.

No.

By one or more projectiles or bullets
aimed to transport HEU to destination
sites from launching sites (launched in
cannons or guns).

No.

Air

Air Force—
same
Impossible to
secure against.
Carrying
capacity of birds
is biologically
limited to small
quantities of
HEU (tens of
grams). Attacker
would need to
employ dozens
or hundreds of
birds to smuggle
multiple
kilograms,
increasing the
odds of the plot
being
uncovered.
Army. Detected
through video
surveillance and
visual
inspection.

Nuclear detection measures may seem onerous and likely slow traffic throughput, but
there was also a period when airline passengers were not screened for explosives during
which explosives-based terrorism was common on airplanes and in airports. After
institution of airport security and screening measures, fatalities due to explosives in
aviation dropped off almost completely while explosive use by terrorists grew outside
airports where no explosive screening measures exist.45
If the total road traffic volume entering the DC NDZ can be estimated by traffic on major
highways, it would amount to approximately half a million vehicles one-way per day.
The peak usage will be proportional the capacity provided by the number of lanes on the
highways (50 total). Assuming a minimum of 1-second spacing between vehicles, this
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comes to approximately 2 million vehicles per day, one-way. We would have to do a
queuing theory analysis to accurately determine the number of portals required, but we
can use these numbers to derive a ball-park range of the number or portals that would be
needed to scan vehicles entering the NDZ. For a single barrier using the average daily
volumes, the number of portals required would range from 400 to 4000 assuming the
time required to scan each vehicle ranged from one to ten minutes respectively. Likewise
during peak travel, the portals required would be 1500 to 15000 assuming the time
required to scan each vehicle ranged from one to ten minutes respectively. The number of
portals is multiplied if multiple concentric barriers are implemented.
The number of air passengers entering through the three airports is an order of magnitude
lower, and therefore the number of portals required would be dominated by ground
transportation volume—more generally these passengers and cargo would have to be prescreened at the airports from which they arrive.
Table 4 Number of portals required for ground transport in the DC Nuclear Defense Zone (NDZ)
Highway

Average
Annualized
Daily
Traffic
Volume
(AADT) in
vehicles

Lanes

Maximum
Daily
Traffic
Volume
(assuming
1-second
spacing
between
cars)

Number of portals required
1 min
scan/delay
needed per
vehicle
inside portal

2 min
scan/delay
needed per
vehicle
inside portal

5 min
scan/delay
needed per
vehicle
inside portal

10 min
scan/delay
needed per
vehicle inside
portal

Avg

Peak

Avg

Peak

Avg

Peak

Avg

Peak

I-95 S

190,00046

8

691,200

66

240

132

480

330

1200

660

2400

I-83 S
I-795 S
I-70 E

200,00047
115,00048
10,00049

6
6
6

518,400
518,400
518,400

69
40
3

180
180
180

139
80
7

360
360
360

347
200
17

900
900
900

694
399
35

1800
1800
1800

I-270 S

260,00050

8

691,200

90

240

181

480

451

1200

903

2400

I-66 E

180,00051

10

864,000

63

300

125

600

313

1500

625

3000

I-95 N
TOTAL

141,00052
1,096,000

6
50

518,400
4,320,000

49
381

180
1500

98
761

360
3000

245
1903

900
7500

490
3806

1800
15000

Table 5 Number of portals required for air transport in the DC Nuclear Defense Zone (NDZ)
Airport
Average Annualized Daily
Number of portals required at airports from
Passenger Volume
which the passengers arrive at
2 min
5 min
10 min
1 min
scan/delay

scan/delay

scan/delay

scan/delay

Reagan National

51,00053

18

35

89

177

Dulles
International
BaltimoreWashington
International
TOTAL

63,00054

22

44

109

219

57,00055

20

40

99

198

171,000

59

119

297

594
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How well do RDPs need to work?
Setting cost aside, is it possible to meet quantitative specifications for a reliable detection
portal needed for securing a metropolitan area? Once the reliable detection portal (RDP)
design is fully understood, unit cost can be managed and is a function of engineering,
mass production, and parts supply. During large-scale and high-volume operation as a
drive-thru portal for pedestrians or inside typical vehicles including motorcycles, cars,
trucks, trains, and cargo containers the system should be capable of achieving high
probability of detection of the fissile material, a low false positive rate, and immunity to
all simple countermeasures.56
1. Minimum Detectable Quantity: Detection of 300 grams or more of highly
enriched uranium metal (1 cubic inch), uranium oxides, or plutonium in any shape
or form, not limited to solid spheres or cubes. Lower is better.
2. False negatives: A false negative rate less than 5% given a typical vehicle
containing the fissile material. Simple countermeasures to which the portal should
be immune may include shielding around the material to eliminate radioactive
signatures, transport within vehicles containing human beings or animals to limit
application of particular detection techniques, masking with non-threat objects,
fractionalized shipments, and dispersion or spreading of the material within the
vehicle. Lower is better.
3. False positives: A false positive rate of less than or equal to 10-6 across the
spectrum of vehicles used in daily commerce. In other words, require manual
search to resolve questions in less than 10-6 of normal vehicles. Lower is better.
4. Detection Time: Similarly, a maximum detection time of 10 minutes, with
average detection time less than two minutes. Average detection time of one
minute or less is desirable. Lower is better.
5. Portal Size: Overall size of the system should be scalable based on the
dimensions of the types of vehicle scanned, with all equipment required not
exceeding twice the size of the vehicle. For example for a road-going vehicle, the
system size should not be wider than two lanes and twice as long as the vehicle
itself.
6. Power Consumption: With sufficient AC power, the system should be capable of
operated by a single operator in a variety of weather conditions across the US
from winters in North Dakota to summers in the Nevada desert.
7. MTBF: The system has a mean time before failure (MTBF) of more than 10
years. Higher is better.
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When thinking of the properties of reliable detection portals independent of the
underlying technology, it can be helpful to abstractly define them as a function that maps
the target space to a binary classification
Portal: TS --> {Clear, Threat}.
The target space is simply the set of all vehicles expected to arrive in the portal – normal
vehicles (NS) or attacker vehicles (AS) sent by the attacker carrying the minimum
quantity of HEU that is to be detected. The false positive rate is simply the expected rate
vehicles in NS that are misclassified as ‘Threat,’ whereas false negative rate is the
expected rate of vehicles in AS misclassified as ‘Clear.’ False positives and negative rates
are computed across different sets of vehicles in TS. A simple countermeasure is defined
as a subset of AS for which the attacker can obtain the know-how and resources to
implement, and which will also be misclassified by the portal as ‘Clear’ when it should
have been classified as ‘Threat.’ Excluding all simple countermeasures, by definition the
subset of AS that leads to false negatives would therefore not be easily identified or
implemented by the attacker.
If the portal is susceptible to any simple countermeasure that an attacker can employ, it
means the false negative rate just shot up to 100%. So eliminating countermeasures are
all about reducing false negatives as well. Lower is better, but an overall rate of 5% false
negatives is not completely useless when you view it in terms of dissuading
adversaries—5% is also way better than what we have today.
The false negative rate is all about our expectation of the attacker’s experience interacting
with the detection system – if they are capable of employing a single countermeasure
then that makes the false negative rate 100%. If by employing all possible simple
countermeasures an attacker still experiences a 95% failure rate whenever they attempt to
smuggle uranium, then that would dissuade most attackers from trying because it requires
on average 20x as many retries just to get one shipment through at which point they
would be caught the remaining 19 or so times.
It is much better if you can achieve zero false negative rates (or anything less than 5%) –
that is ideal. But that also means your portal has no simple countermeasures—we cannot
say that today about any portal technology. Unless you have a perfect technology, we will
have to live with false negative rates well above zero for the foreseeable future.
For example, Advanced Spectroscopic Portal technology being considered by the DNDO
in 2005 did much worse than 5% false negatives and was susceptible to countermeasures
according to the Government Accountability Office, “During the 2005 Nevada tests, the
incidence of false negatives among the three vendors who received contracts ranged from
about 45 percent to slightly more that 80 percent. This raises concerns because, as
explained to us by a scientist at a national laboratory, at this level of performance, ASPs
could conceivably misidentify HEU as a benign nuclear or radiological material or not
detect it at all, particularly if the HEU is placed side by side with a non-threatening
material such as kitty litter.”57
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Whether at the border or in a domestic context, the purpose of the detection system is to
alert the military (or law enforcement) to the presence of a live threat. Unless the military
is capable and prepared to act with sufficient force stop each vehicle identified as a
"threat," we might as well not even have the detection system because the attacker can
pass right through. So a total false positive incidence of 1 per day either on the border or
in DC might be on the upper end of being able to maintain a credible deterrent to a
would-be attacker – if it were higher the false alarms are liable to be ignored which I turn
presents a loophole that an attacker can exploit in the case of a true threat. If we want less
than one false positive per day (requiring manual search), there are about 1 million
private vehicles/pedestrians/containers per day as shown in the “typical day” 58 stats for
the national border we need false positive rates in the range of 1E-6. Same holds true if
we are considering rings around metros like Washington DC which would have
traffic/vehicle volumes on the order of 1 million per day. Especially if deployed within
the US borders, public acceptability will hinge on whether the rate of nuisance searches
caused by detection false positives does not exceed the public's willingness to tolerate it.
If there are too many manual searches that appear unjustified, the public may reject or
oppose any solution from the get-go.
In general, ten years MTBF is fairly standard for industrial equipment of various sorts—
generally it costs more to engineer for higher MTBF using redundancy and higher quality
parts.

How do we build an RDP free from simple countermeasures?
Detection of special nuclear materials59 (HEU and Pu) concealed inside a target vehicle
may be accomplished using a variety of techniques, each with its own capabilities and
limitations, and each at various stages of technical maturity or commercial availability.60
Techniques may be classified by whether they are “active,” requiring their own source of
electromagnetic or particulate radiation to probe the target, or “passive,” not requiring
additional stimulation of the target. These techniques may also be classified based on
how they are required to interact with the target: “portals” require the target vehicle or
pedestrian to drive or walk through and wait for measurements to be taken, “in-vehicle”
or “long-dwell-in-transit” detectors are embedded inside the target vehicles or transport
containers and constantly take measurements and report these back to the government,
“fixed” detectors are located at locations that take measurements as vehicles pass by, and
either “mobile” or “handheld” detectors are used by government personnel to detect
HEU in a remote target. Using this taxonomy, the known detection techniques may be
classified as follows:
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Table 6 Passive Detection Techniques
Passive detection of…

Portal
(tomography)

in-vehicle

Fixed/mobile/handheld

Photons (gammas and
x-rays)

Emitted by HEU at
1. 186 keV
2. 1001 keV (U238)
3. 2614 keV (U232)61

Would require
installation of
detector(s) in
every
vehicle62

Severely limited by shielding63

Neutrons

Emitted by HEU at
3/s/kg64 and by Pu at
6x104/s/kg and
detectable using large
arrays of detectors.65
Cosmic shower
muons scattered by
HEU, Pu, and heavy
shielding materials68

Would require
installation of
detector(s) in
every vehicle

Severely limited by shielding67

Muons

66

n/a
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Table 7 Active Detection Techniques
Active
Interrogation
with…
> 6MeV Neutrons
or Gammas

MeV range
photons
14 MeV Neutrons

X-rays
Muons

Portal
(radiography)

in-vehicle

Fixed

mobile or
battlefield

handheld

Stimulates fission of
HEU, Pu which can be
observed by radiographic
techniques69
Nuclear Resonance
Fluorescence70
Scatters off of neutronshielding materials like
water or polyethylene71

n/a

Possible
under
controlled
conditions
n/a

Possible in
enemy territory

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
Directed muon
beam is scattered
by HEU and
heavy shielding
materials and
detected74

n/a
n/a

Detects dense materials72
Directed muon beam is
scattered by HEU and
heavy shielding materials
and detected73

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

Possible
under
controlled
conditions
n/a
n/a

On one hand the Achilles’ heel of passive or active detection using gammas/neutrons is
shielding. On the other hand the Achilles’ heel of passive muon deflection-detection is
horizontally “spreading” the HEU into arbitrarily thin horizontal sheets (in the x-y plane)
to minimize the number of large-angle deflections by cosmic muons arriving from the
sky (roughly along the z-axis). No single detection technique by itself may offer a
solution free of loopholes that can be exploited by the attacker, but in conjunction it’s
possible these techniques can eliminate these loopholes.
The question posed in the “Screwdriver Report” by Panofsky/Hofstadter (ca. 1952) was
how to detect 1 cubic inch of HEU75 (~300g of metallic HEU) – that may come in any
shape or form. If we are not to lose sight of that original goal, it is necessary to integrate
multiple techniques to simultaneously test for the different types of shielding,
radioactivity, and dense materials (HEU/Pu). The net result would be to verify that a
vehicle is free of HEU, or otherwise determine if it is necessary to insist that the vehicle
be subjected to more intrusive inspection involving potentially harmful irradiation or
opened up for manual search (aka the screwdriver).
Passive detection that has historically been in use at border crossings76 using gammas,
neutrons, and X-rays are fraught with a number of real-world difficulties that preclude
them from being used in large-scale for detecting HEU within civilian transport. Passive
detection of gammas is severely limited because – in addition to intrinsically low gamma
emission rates (U232 excepted) – an attacker can shield the HEU with lead, steel, or
concrete to evade detection77 (false-negatives). Passive detection of neutrons is also
limited because, unlike plutonium, the number of neutrons emitted by HEU is small and
therefore easy to shield.78 Gamma shielding may be detected using passive/cosmic muons
(or radiography). Neutron shielding may detected using 14 MeV neutrons.79
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Another approach to overcoming gamma shielding is to embed one or more detectors
continuously travelling with the vehicle to increase integration time and reduce the
distance from the detector,80 also known as long-dwell-in-transit81 or in-vehicle detectors.
With in-vehicle detectors, the limiting factor becomes the time needed to integrate the
gamma signal which depending on the thickness of shielding employed and can range
from several hundred seconds (for 0-3 cm lead) to many hours (for 5-10 cm lead).82 If the
attacker employs thick shielding (5-10cm of lead) to mask the HEU, this requires several
hours (say T minutes) of integration time for the in-vehicle detectors to register enough
gamma radiation to identify the HEU. If such long integration times are required, the
attacker may simply switch the HEU among multiple vehicles before an hour of time
(before T minutes) has elapsed in a single vehicle in order to reliably evade detection
while transporting the HEU to its destination.83
With passive detection of gammas, background radiation from common construction
materials like granite or material transported like fertilizer can result in false-positives84-but this may be mitigated to some degree by use of multiple and/or energy-selective
detectors. Passive gamma detection may provide a useful capability at longer distances
(several meters) and with short integration times (seconds) only in the case where the
HEU is contaminated with U-232. 85 The number of false-positives that are expected to be
responded to and dealt-with grows proportionally to the number of detectors deployed. If
they are to be deployed continuously across millions of vehicles or containers, this makes
the requirements to filter out false positives for in-vehicle detectors far more stringent
than simply measuring these same vehicles as they pass through check-points.86
Active interrogation with neutrons, gammas, or X-rays can pose health risks87 for living
beings (humans and animals) that may be inside the target vehicle or container being
inspected for HEU. These active techniques may still be useful in a military context when
inspecting warheads88, on the battlefield, for containers transporting inanimate cargo, or
in highly controlled situations where the target can be ensured to be free of living beings.
To make active interrogation a feasible option for private and commercial traffic in a
civilian context, the occupants of a vehicle (people and animals) need to disembark prior
to initiating a scan of the vehicle – although this might impact vehicle throughput.
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Countermeasures of Portal Technologies
Portal Technology

Harmful to
humans and
living beings

Susceptible to
shielding by lead,
steel, concrete,
etc

Susceptible to
Susceptible to
neutron shielding Spreading,
Dispersion,
Oxides, etc

Passive gamma

No

Yes

No

No

Passive neutron

No

No

Yes

No

Passive muon
tomography

No

No—detects
dense shielding

No

Yes

Gamma/X‐ray
radiography

Yes

Yes—detects
dense shielding

No

Yes

Active neutron
(6 MeV)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Active neutron
(14 MeV)

Yes

No

No—detects
neutron shielding

No

Although operationally unproven in large-scale, passive detection using cosmic muons
(tomography) is a promising detection technique. Naturally occurring muons penetrate
most terrestrial objects and the technique requires no additional radiation source.89
Passive detection portals exploit the differential deflection of cosmic muons based on
density of the material they pass through in the target vehicle. The “deflection” of each
muon can be observed and correlated in three dimensions with other muon deflections by
measuring the difference in angle, displacement, and energy/velocity as the muon enters
and exits the target under consideration. Since HEU is denser than most materials, it will
deflect muons more than most other types of surrounding matter. The technique has been
demonstrated to discriminate90 kilogram quantities of HEU in the presence of other
materials under limited test and simulation scenarios. First generation detectors based on
this technology are being commercialized by Los Alamos National Laboratory and could
be available in 2008.91
Based on our analysis of Washington DC traffic flows below, to make portal detectors
operationally useful the false-positive rates would have to be in the range of 1 in a million
or less, without introducing an unacceptable number of false-negatives. 92 Muon portals
in research labs have been shown to have a false positive rate of ~2% and false negative
rate of ~3% for detecting a 20kg HEU sphere, for an integration time of 60 seconds.93 It
is not known whether the false positives/negatives can be eliminated by employing
sufficiently long detection durations, although that appears promising and needs to be
worked out.
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At sea-level, highly energetic muons (typically in the range 3-4 GeV) arrive vertically
from the sky towards the earth’s surface at the rate of 10,000 per square meter per
minute.94 In one design, detectors are deployed in multiple planes, above and below the
object to be scanned. The planes above the object register the incident trajectory of the
incoming muon and the planes below detect the outgoing (post-scatter) trajectory of the
outgoing muon. From these measurements, the location of the scatterers in the object can
be estimated and its characteristics determined, based on the differential scattering of
different materials. This approach is sometimes referred to as muon tomography. Such
high energy cosmic muons can penetrate most terrestrial objects (10 meters of water95),
although they may not be able to reach to all underground locations or locations below
several floors of tall buildings for instance without a loss in their usefulness for HEU
detection purposes.
Researchers anticipate further improvements in scan times and false detection rates96 of
muon portals, but the fundamental limits on false-positives/negative rates and detection
time versus the minimum detectable quantity of HEU are not yet clear. Even with full
weapon-sized quantities of HEU, passive muon detection is potentially susceptible to
false negatives in several scenarios (see the Appendix for a mathematical approximation
showing this):
1. One possible limitation of this technique is its ability to correctly discriminate
small quantities of HEU (tens of grams or less) in the presence of much larger
amounts of materials of medium density (Iron) or higher density (Lead)—these
may mask the presence of smaller amounts of HEU. Since the muons arrive at the
rate of only 1 per minute per square centimeter, smaller HEU quantities will
require longer durations of examination for a muon to arrive and be deflected
within its volume.
2. Similarly, the attacker could crush solid HEU into a sand-like granules for
transport and distribute kilogram quantities sparsely throughout the vehicle
making it difficult to discriminate the HEU-sand from the rest of the vehicle. This
countermeasure against muon detection may also be called “dispersion” – it does
not reduce the total quantity of HEU that can be transported in a single vehicle
significantly—but it imposes the additional burden on the attacker to recast the
smuggled HEU into a weapons usable form using vacuum casting.
3. Since muons arrive vertically, another countermeasure that an attacker can
employ is to transport the HEU in arbitrarily thin horizontal slabs so as to cause
minimal muon deflection relative to other cargo such as iron.
4. One way an attacker can try to minimize detection probability is to arrange the
HEU vertically in one or more separated tubes to make the number of muons
deflected by the HEU insufficient for detection.
5. The final countermeasure is to smuggle uranium as Uranium Oxide. Its density is
very close to lead, making it even harder to discern even in the presence of other
metals.97 The radiation length of a material is proportional to the square root of
the product of material density and atomic number.98 The atomic number of lead
is 82 and Uranium is 92--very close. Therefore oxides whose density (11g/cc) is
almost half as of the Uranium metal (similar to lead) may not be as easily
discernable when viewed under muon tomography.
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Cosmic muons can pass straight through large objects and living beings without causing
harm and still be useful for HEU detection. An active form of muon detection
(radiography) based on (artificial) directed beam muon sources may be applicable in
portal form or to even larger targets such as shipping vessels or oil tankers99, though this
is still a subject of research.100 By aiming the muon beam at the target, it is possible to
observe muonic X-rays of in the range of 2-6 MeV when HEU is present.101

If the goal is to be able to reliably detect small quantities of uranium in cargo and
vehicles (shielded or not), all three approaches can play a unique role in sealing detection
portals against countermeasures. A reliable detection portal (RDP) system would avoid
the need to screen most vehicles with harmful neutron or gamma/x-ray radiation (i.e.
avoid active techniques) and clear most vehicles of the presence of HEU within several
minutes or less. To achieve this, a technique is needed to accurately rule out the presence
of both unshielded or lightly shielded HEU as well as dense shielding. Only if still in
doubt are penetrating active interrogation techniques necessary. To detect small amounts
of unshielded or lightly shielded HEU (10s of grams) in vehicles and pedestrians, a
combination of both passive detection using gammas/neutrons may be used. The
detection of natural radioactivity can be effective for even small amounts of HEU
provided that it is unshielded or lightly shielded material (< 1 cm of lead) – the more the
shielding the longer the time is required to integrate the radioactive signal.
If unshielded or lightly shielded material can be ruled out with passive gamma/neutron
detectors, the best use of passive muon detection may be to simply screen for the
existence of heavier shielding materials that may be masking the natural radioactivity.
These shields would have to be of a certain minimum thickness to avoid detection using
passive gamma/neutron techniques which is not susceptible to the false-negative
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scenarios for passive muon detection described above. The longer the detection time, the
greater the resolution, the smaller the amount of shielding that may be detected by
measuring muon deflections. In order to certify a vehicle is both free of HEU and heavy
shielding, determining both the minimum detectable quantity of HEU and the average
time required per vehicle to integrate the natural radioactivity and muon deflection
signals simultaneously is an open optimization problem – the result will vary based on
the assumed distribution of vehicles and their contents. There will be a need for deeper
inspection using active neutron/muon interrogation only when significant amounts of
shielding are found to be present after using passive muon techniques or if dense
materials resembling HEU cannot be ruled out using passive detection. It is possible to
use muons to discriminate HEU amidst certain kinds of vehicles/cargo geometries
(opportunistic), but that will not be reliable under a fair number of countermeasures. The
targeted use of muon detection to isolate lead/steel shielding in conjunction with passive
gamma detection and active neutron interrogation remains to be developed, evaluated,
and tested.
With such a combination approach, most common ground transport may be securable if
traffic can be channeled through a portal the width of a traffic lane (pedestrians, cars,
buses, trucks, trains, animals). Oversized vehicles are much less common, but are still
transported on the ground and may not fit within a portal. These include dump trucks and
construction cranes, and all of these will need to be screened for HEU. This leaves a few
possibilities,
1. They may be actively scanned using neutron or muon sources. Since these are
special purpose vehicles, not intended for human or animal transport, active
techniques may be useful. If neutrons are used, both techniques to detect HEU (>
6MeV neutrons) and neutron shields (14 MeV neutrons) will be necessary.
2. They can be disassembled into pieces that can be scanned through a muon portal.
The precise boundaries where one detection technique leaves off and the other one takes
over needs further analysis:
1. For passive gammas/neutrons, the observation time and detector solid-angle
required versus shielding thickness—for various sizes of HEU sample. Where
does passive gamma/neutrons detection give out?
2. For passive muons, the time required to observe significant numbers of high-angle
deflections versus shielding (or HEU) thickness (plug in from passive gamma
result). High angle deflections are the critical quantity used in POCA, muoncrossing, or other algorithms that distinguish from less dense material.
3. For active neutrons, the two-way link budget to show graph of minimum
detection quantity versus hydrogenous shielding (neutrons getting in), metal
shielding (gammas getting out) and detection of hydrogenous shielding using
6MeV deflections.
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The Reliable Detection Portal (RDP)
mandatory
Passive
gamma
+
neutron

Clear

Passive Muon
(passengers or
living beings)

If shielding is detected

Gamma
Radiography
(inanimate cargo)
Clear only when radioactive
signature is not present
and shielding is not
significant or thick
Clear

Active
Neutron

Clear

All vehicles can be screened using passive gammas, neutrons, and muons.
Muon tomography does not harm humans or living beings

Any detection system is only as good as the integrity of the information and of the human
operators. Lack of maintenance of systems, corruption, and lack of coordination have all
been identified as problems with US-funded detection systems operated in Russia102, and
domestic systems are susceptible to the same risks. Detectors therefore need to be
designed with secure, tamper-proof readout and to support remote verification of correct
operation, so they can’t be turned off without being detected and responded to.

So what do we do about nuclear detection?
Either do it right, or don’t bother. Aim for Dissuasion, not merely Interception:
1. If possible and feasible, then seal up loopholes in the national border.
2. Create multiple concentric Nuclear Defense Zones (NDZs) around major US
cities, megalopolises, and military bases worldwide that are free of loopholes.
3. Create multiple concentric NDZs around the storage sites and cities containing
HEU stockpiles in all countries—that can be independently verified—make
technology available internationally to all nations.
4. Make NDZs and reliable detection portals (RDPs) available to all nations in order
to enhance security from loose HEU and drive down the cost.
It’s not very useful to close some loopholes while leaving other loopholes wide open – all
or 100% of the loopholes have to be buttressed in order for it to change the decision of
adversaries to attack. By this logic, the fundamental flaw in requiring screening of 100%
of cargo containers at ports of origin as proposed in the recent law103 is that this permits
terrorists numerous options to circumvent it and they can therefore attack at will – from
the threat clandestine attack or nuclear terrorism using HEU-based weapons, it’s as good
as not doing anything. If we were to draw an analogy to airport security, today’s plans for
nuclear detection would be like securing the international terminals only, while removing
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the perimeter around the airport and leaving the domestic terminals unsecured – which in
and of itself would make little sense. That’s why airports are not considered secured until
each terminal in the airport has been secured, and a secure perimeter is built around the
airport to keep attackers out.
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Appendix: The effect of horizontal spreading in passive muon
detection
Back-of-the-envelope estimates below using the Gaussian distribution for scattering
confirm that the total number of such events drops off asymptotically to zero the more
spread out the material is. This would turn spreading and its variants into an effective
countermeasure to muon detection.
Imagine splitting a cylinder of highly enriched uranium (of thickness T, any shape) into
N slices and arranging them horizontally side by side -- just like slicing a loaf of bread
and arranging the slices on a table. If S is the standard deviation of the Gaussian in
equations describing the scattering angle of the muon, then S ~ SQRT(T/N) because T/N
is the vertical distance travelled by the muon through each slice.104 The T/N value
underestimates the path length of most muons by at most SQRT(2) since most muons
arrive at most 45-degrees from the normal. So you could add a factor of SQRT(2) to be
conservative, which would only be a proportionality factor in the equations below.
Therefore, the number of scattering events greater than some threshold angle A is given
by the complementary error function ERFC(A/S) ~ ERFC(A SQRT(N/T)), where ERF +
ERFC = 1. 105 For large x, ERFC(x) = EXP(-x^2)/x – the most significant term in the
asymptotic series which is a mathematical result.
By spreading out the N slices horizontally, you get at most N times more cosmic muons
whose paths cross the material than if there it was all one object (as a single slice)
assuming muons arrive vertically. This is an upper bound since you may get some muons
also arrive at larger angles from the normal. If the cosmic muons arrived isotropically
(which they don’t), one might say that muons intersecting the slices does not increase
compared to if the same mass was in one cylinder with N=1 (in that approximation the
main result of the analysis is only strengthened).
In summary, the expected number of large scattering events is expected to grow with N
as
~ N * ERFC(A / S)
~ N * ERFC(A SQRT(N/T))
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~ N * EXP(-A^2 * N / T) / A SQRT(N/T) using the asymptotic approximation above
~ SQRT(N * T) * EXP(-A^2 * N / T) / A
So the number of large scattering events tends to zero as the number of slices in increases
(N -> infinity) because the exponential (in N) dominates the SQRT term (in N). So at
some finite N, slicing or spreading will make the uranium undetectable by muon
detection equipment—the exact thickness needed to evade a muon detector would need to
be determined by simulation or experiment.
The actual distribution may not be Gaussian and have long tails. Without repeating the
analysis using the Moliere distribution, it would still have to have a longer tail than
1/SQRT(N) which is no longer a probability distribution. So the same conclusions
regarding spreading or dispersion as a countermeasure should hold.
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